This paper deals with problems which are like the percolation problems of Part V II (Shaw & Southwell 1941) in that a double condition, imposed at a boundary initially unknown, replaces the more usual single condition at a specified boundary. They relate to 'free' stream-lines in the hydrodynamical theory of inviscid fluids.
1.
The use of conformal transformation to determine flow-patterns characterized by 'free' stream-lines is one of the major achievements of classical hydrodynamics. Writing z= = x + iy ) w=z(f> + iijr)
where ( = tan"1 so that q measures the resultant velocity, 6 its inclination to the axis of#, then Vi -i dw £ = 6 + ilo g q = *log (u -w ) = * lo g^,
-i.e. £, as well as w, is a function of the complex variable z. If, then, the boundary can be specified both in the plane of z and of £, and if a formula is discoverable whereby either of the regions so delimited can be conformally transformed into the other, equation (4) may be expressed in the form dw exp(-*£) = F(z).
and hence, by a single integration, w may be derived as a function ofz. Now the real part of £ has a known constant value on any part of the boundary which is straight, and absence of gravitational forces the imaginary part of £ has a constant value, calculable from Bernoulli's equation, along any 'free' stream-line; so the way is clear to a solution of any problem in which every part of the boundary is either straight or ' free '. Examples have been treated by Helmholtz (1868), KirchhofF (1869), Rayleigh (1876^) and others.
[Published 12 November 1946 But the form in the £-plane is not known initially either of a fixed or of a free stream-line when gravity is operative. As shown by von Karman (1940, § §6-7), one is then confronted (in an orthodox attack) with the difficulty that the boundary conditions are no longer linear. Levi-Civita (1907) devised transformations leading to solutions for a few curved boundaries, and his theory has been extended by other investi gators; but allowance for gravity seems to have been made in one problem only, and then only approximately,-the problem o f 4 permanent ' waves of finite amplitude. A less restricted treatment will have wide utility.
2. Some closely similar problems in the theory of percolation were shown in Part VII of this series (Shaw & Southwell 1941) to be tractable by Relaxation Methods: in view of that success, it seemed worth while to examine whether the methods can be used to deal with problems of the kind discussed above. This paper records some results of our examination. Here too the double boundary condition can be interpreted (in accordance w ith4 Prandtl's membrane analogue') as requiring a specified displacement to result from a loading of specified line-intensity, and here too-though the computational difficulties are greaterit has yielded to Relaxation Methods, thanks to their tentative approach.
Moreover when gravity effects are negligible the methods can be applied to problems in which the flow has axial symmetry, whereas the classical method, being dependent on the theory of a complex variable, is restricted to laminar motions. Here we have treated (i) a 4 Borda mouthpiece ' and (ii) an 4 orifice plate ' in a straight circular tube, and in (ii) we have been able to make allowance for gravity acting along the axis of the tube.
Finally, § §44-50 of the paper deal with 'free' stream-lines occurring in flow past fixed and rigid bodies of curved profile. Here, for the first time in this series, we have found solu tions of a type which apparently is new. *
Basic theory for laminar ( flow

3.
The problem is to determine p and ijf ( §1) in a field of completely specified. Such parts as are specified represent fixed and rigid surfaces on which \]r has to take constant values because the normal component of velocity (measured by must vanish; the other parts are not known initially, being lines of constant i]r along which the pressure p as well is constant. Such lines are termed 'free' stream-lines. Their shapes are determined by a double boundary condition, so must emerge as a result of computation.
Assuming that the system is conservative, we have -p -\-\q2+gy = const.
everywhere, by Bernoulli's theorem, y being measured upwards from some datum level; consequently (p being constant) at all points where p has a constant value p0i f + 2gy = const. = 2 (ii) y0 defining the highest level to which such points can extend (i.e. the 'stagnation level' at which the velocity q is zero and the pressure is p^j. In (ii),
4.
y being measured as above, x (as is customary) will be measured from left to right. If now we reverse the directions of x and y, measuring y downwards from the ' stagnation level' and * from right to left (figure 1), equation ( In some problems gravity is unimportant, i.e. g may be made zero in (ii). Then, in place of (6), we have on a free stream-line f = const. I and const. = 2 (say),
k2 depending on the pressure and velocity of the fluid at entry; so again a double boundary condition has to be satisfied. In either class of problem, everywhere, $ satisfies the equation
Basic theory for flow possessing axial symmetry
5.
Flow characterized by axial symmetry is discussed by Lamb (1932, § 94), whose treat ment we shall follow with some minor changes of notation. Oz being the axis of symmetry, the total flow across a circular area of radius r is denoted by 27r^: then, when r is invariant, -27iSijr = outward radial flow through an annulus = u. 27 n S z ,say, u denoting the radial component of velocity;
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when gravity acts in the axial direction Oz.
Implications of the double boundary condition
6.
The constant in the first of (6), (7), (11) or (12) is equal or proportional to the total rate of flow, therefore (normally) will not be predictable but must emerge as a result of computation. For example, by attaching a value of in (7) or (11) we specify the total pressure drop, which is one of the factors on which the rate of flow depends; but it also depends on the resistance offered by the fixed surfaces, and this (initially) is unknown. Equally the resistance is unknown in problems where gravity is operative, e.g. when the double boundary condition is expressed by (6): then, having specified the stagnation point (i.e. the energy of the incoming stream), we again have no initial knowledge of the total rate of flow.
Alternatively the rate of flow may be specified, i.e. a value may be imposed on ijr for the free stream-line, but then the pressure drop is not predictable, so we shall not know what value to attach to A ; in (7) or (11), or the stagnation level when working with equations (6). Only exceptionally (e.g. for the 'Borda mouthpiece' treated in § § 18-22) is it possible completely to formulate the computational problem in advance: normally one must proceed y tria and error, giving different values in turn to some parameter,* and interpolating to o tain the wanted solution. The necessity will appear in our treatment of particular examples.
'drowned'sluice,Y in ^S^a n d^^16 t0
S°me dimension of the riSid surfaces. (Cf. the treatment of the
Reduction of the equations to non-dimensional form
7.
Before we can proceed to computation, * dimensional ' factors must be eliminated from the equations. Let D be some representative dimension of the rigid boundaries, and in relation to § 4 write
Then (for a free stream-line on which the pressure is we have, in place of (6), and and similarly, in place of (7), = const.
and p' = const.
(ii) where k2 = 2 gDk'2.The form of (8) is conserved, f , *, y, v being replaced by x \ y \ v'. In relation to § 5 write
Then the form of (10) is conserved, p, r, z, v being replaced by p (11) we have p' -const. (iii) and where k2 -2gDk> 2 as before; and in place of (12) = const.
and
M^) 2 = ? 'w + c o n s t (iv)
Hereafter we shall suppress the dashes attached to *, y, r, z, v, q, p, which accordingly will carry 1 non-dimensional^significance. On that understanding, in §4, (7) and (8) still hold but (6) is replaced by \Ir = const. 1941 ), in that a double boundary condition is imposed at a boundary initially unknown. As in Parts VIII and XI,* f being interpreted as the transverse displacement of a tensioned membrane, its normal gradient is to be interpreted as a line-intensity of transverse edge-loading: con sequently the aim now is to find a form of boundary such that on it a constant displacement is maintained by loading operative only at that boundary, and on it having specified inten sity; and for that purpose we may again adopt the notion (used in Part VII) of movable weights or 'shot bags. ' What now makes the problem different is that whereas in Part VII the loading had uniform line-intensity with respect to a fixed direction, here its line-intensity {a) is specified with respect to the boundary perimeter s and (b) depends, when gravity is operative, on the y-coordinate of the point in question. On both accounts the mechanical (loaded membrane) system may be unstable, and solutions tend to diverge.
As regards (a), it is evident that any lengthening of s will entail a corresponding increase of the total edge-loading, so tentative modification of an assumed ' free stream-line ' may lead (incorrectly) to a shape exhibiting local 'corrugations'. The effect of ( ) is less evident, and must be discussed in relation to some particular example. 
In this discussion
from which y± may be determined when Q and are known. It is a cubic having at most two real roots in the range 0^.yl^y 2) as may be seen (figure 2) by plotting against y l ( ) a straight line representing 2gyJQ2 and (b) a curve representing (y2-yi)~2.
10.
Two depths of parallel stream can thus consist with specified values of Q and of y2. Suppose first that the aim is to determine conditions corresponding with A, and that yi is underestimated. Then, in the membrane analogue, the loading J(2gy\) and the normal gradient Ql(y2-yi) will both be underestimated; but figure 2 shows that the loading will be underestimated by more than the normal gradient (if Op represents the assumed value of yl5 then p q < p r), so the tension operating pn the normal gradient will overcome the edge-loading, and the membrane will indicate a still lower value of If on the other hand is over estimated, a similar argument shows that the loading will overpower the net tension so that a still higher value of y x will be indicated. Thus the mechanical system is unstable.
METHODS APPLIED TO ENGINEERING PROBLEMS stagnation level
Figure 2 But it is stable when the aim is to determine conditions corresponding with B (figure 2), because then, if y x is underestimated (say, by assuming a value Os), the loading will over power the net tension (su>st)and indicate a greater value for It may be deduced from (18) or from figure 2 that Q regarded as a function of has its maximum value when 3yx = y2; also that as a zero value to U), the other to y2. When no account has to be taken of gravity-i.e. when (7) replaces (6)-the straight line through 0 , in figure 2, is replaced by a line parallel to 0 y v Then (i) only one real value for y x exists, and (ii) the circumstances are like those which correspond with B-i.e. the mechanical system is stable. that is, only if y ja has a value less than some fraction of unity. When (1 -yda) is positive and small (i.e. when the boundary has sharp convex curvature), decrease of yc entails a decrease of qc. This example is merely illustrative, for ft as given by (i) does not satisfy either of the double boundary conditions (15) or (7); but it will serve to make the point that curvature of a free stream-line, when of a sense which makes the fluid stream , tends to make the membrane system unstable, and may neutralize its stability as deduced in § §9-10. One can, moreover, come to the same conclusion in respect of axially symmetrical flow. It has importance when, on account of gravity, wave motion makes an appearance: near the crest of a wave, stability of the membrane system may be expected; near a 'trough', either stability or instability according to the depth (a small depth making for stability).
§ §
12.
In this last connexion an important theorem can be stated, due to Mr D. N. de G. Allen. It has been shown ( § § 9-10) that two depths of parallel stream (normally) can consist with specified values of the total flow ( Q) and of its total energy (i.e. of y depth, so that h = y 2-y xin ( Suppose that, the free stream-line exhibits a point of maximum depression (i.e. a * trough'). At such a point d2f/dx2< 0, and when the 'bed' is straight and horizontal it be concluded that d2ifr/dx2^0, therefore d2^r/dy20, at all points in the But on that understanding (« df/dv)P> Q lh} so y as defined in (iii) is greater tha therefore according to (v) ht < h < h 2 at a n y 'trough'.
Thus the theorem is established: The free stream-line can nowhere fall below the lower of the two ' asymptotic levels' which were discussed in § § 9-10. 13. It can be seen from this discussion that the membrane analogue, applied to problems governed by (15), may sometimes entail a system not entirely stable; but it should not be concluded that it will have no value. Unstable systems have been confronted in earlier papers of this series, and their difficulties have been surmounted by special devices. Now that the methods of Parts V III and XI* are available, two obvious alternatives are presented: either (A) we may make ^ constant on the assumed free stream-line, compute rjr everywhere, and deduce values of the boundary gradient dijr/dv, or (B) we may impose the specified boundary gradient on an assumed free stream-line, compute ijr everywhere, and deduce a shape of stream-line which can then be used as a new starting assumption. Either method may have advantages in relation to a particular example.
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Details of the relaxational attack
14.
The relaxational treatment of governing equations like (8) or (10) has been ful explained in earlier papers. First, the exact differential equation is replaced by an approxi mation in finite differences. Then, from this approximation, one or more 'relaxation pat terns' are deduced. Finally, by a use of such 'patterns' we liquidate the residuals entailed by a more or less arbitrary starting assumption.
In laminar flow ( §4) f must satisfy the plane-harmonic equation (8) 
In laminar flow, drjrjdv must have a value given by the second of (7) or (15); consequen (23) can be used to determine the gradient which ^ should have, at the boundary, the direction of any string which cuts that boundary. In axially-symmetrical flow, z and r replace x . and y in (23), and di/r^v must have a value given by the second of (11) or (16); so again we can decide the gradient which should have at the boundary, using one or other of the formulae di/r dz = cos (z, J>)
Obvious modifications are needed when ( §14) a string is inclined at 45° to the axes of x and yo r z and r.
In Method (A), §13
, starting with an assumed form for the free stream-line we make \jr plane-harmonic in the fluid 'field', then deduce the slopes of the strings at points where they cut the assumed stream-line, and compare these with what they should be according to (23) or (24). Usually there will be discrepancies, indicating that the assumed form must be modified.
The nature of the required modification will depend on whether the membrane system ( § § 9-11) is stable or unstable, and sometimes this will not be known initially; but one or two trials will usually suffice to decide both the sense and the magnitude of the required move ment. In this connexion the arbitrary nature of Method (A) may be an advantage.
17. Method (B) has no arbitrary feature of this kind,-applied to any assumed shape of boundary it yields a definite indication regarding the shape to be adopted in the next stage of the computations. If the membrane system were always stable so that successive shapes must converge, this could be deemed an advantage; but usually the shape is found to diverge in some part at least, and in Method (B) such divergence is not under control. Even so the method may sometimes have value at the start of an investigation, as a means of deciding the trend of the wanted stream-line, and the regions in which it has a tendency to diverge, before its final detail is examined by Method (A). It must, however, be employed with caution.
Section I. J ets uninfluenced by gravity Example 1. Bor da mouthpiece in laminar flow
18.
This use of Methods (A) and (B) in combination may be exemplified in relation to the problem shown in figure 7. Fluid passing down a channel develops a free surface at the edges of a two-dimensional *Borda mouthpiece5 -the whole flow being symmetrical with respect to a centre-line CC. The (uniform) velocity far upstream of BB' is specified, also the velocity (determined by the pressure) at the boundary of the issuing jet. We have to determine the stream-function f , and hence the form of the free stream-line BD, given that ijr = 0 at all points on CC, f = const, at all points on AEFBD.
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A E
Figure 7 19. This is one of the exceptional problems (cf. § 6) which can be formulated completely at the outset. Let c denote the 'asymptotic breadth5 of the free jet far downstream of BB', b the dimension BB' and a the dimension AA! in figure 7; and assume that the fluid in contact with the closed end (EF, F'E') is sensibly at rest. Then, suppressing the gravity term in ( 
according to the second of (7), § 4. Thus the two constants in (7) can be related.
20.
The exact solution is known for the limiting case in which , and the length BF of the mouthpiece (figure 7), have infinite values. This case might be tractable by relaxation methods if the device o f 4 inversion5 were employed to limit the field of computation; but a restricted field has greater practical importance.
Accordingly as a first example we treated the problem shown in figure 7, taking 6 so that (cf. figure 8) c\b = 0-5228 according to (25). We gave ^ the values 0 and 6, respectively, on the centre-line and on the rigid boundary A E F B, and a and b, consistently, the values 12 and 2; first of (7) was 6, and ck had the value 12 according to (26). Consequently k in the second of (7) had to be given the value 6 0-5228 = 11-4772,
and thus the computational problem was completely formulated in advance. Actually, to eliminate decimals, we computed values of 100^ or of lOOO^.f
21.
To test the value of Method (B) as a means of preliminary exploration ( §17), we started from an assumption known to be incorrect-that from B the free stream-line drops immediately to its 'asymptotic distance' (Jr) from the centre-line, turning sharply both at B and G as shown by 1 in figure 9. * Only one solution is acceptable, since c<b <a.
The anticipations of § 17 were realized: the indicated forms of the free stream-line were plausible in the earlier stages of computation, but in later stages they diverged from the accepted form (shown by a broken line in figure 9), and ultimately they tended to 'cor rugate * ( § 8) near B. 
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is satisfied within 0-7 % at all test points on the free stream-line. Accepted values o f the oundaiy gradient (multiplied by 10) are recorded by numerals just outside the free stream, he range of the grading in these diagrams is very wide. Thus in figure 10 the mesh-side a is , in the regions remote from BB' in figure 7, but is graded down to * in a region BabcdefB w rc , to a larger scale, is reproduced in figure 11 ; and here again the net is graded, so that m j lmmedlate neighbourhood of B. and hence, when a2lb2 = 36 as before, c2jb2 = 0*5035 0-7096).
As in § 20 the values 12 and 2 were given to a and , respectively, in figure 7. Far upstream of B the velocity was assumed to be axial and uniform, so that as defined in § 5 ft = r2 -
on the left of the computational field; and then in the parallel free stream (far downstream o iB ) 2 ft = r2 X-y == 71-4965 Thereby ft was made zero on the axis of symmetry and was given the value 36 at all points on the rigid boundary AEFB and on the wanted free stream-line BD (figure 7); i.e. the value 36 was given to the constant in the first of (11). In the second of (11) was taken as holding far downstream of B: thereby the second of (11) was satisfied far down stream, independently of the value given to the constant in the first. denoting this con stant (so that 2nfB measures the total flow through the orifice) and the 'coefficient of contraction' (so that p is the 'asymptotic radius' when the radius of the orifice = 1), we had, according to (34), ^ =
and hence (knowing p approximately from hydraulic experiments) we could after fixing ipB make a good initial estimate of k.
27. Clearly, in order that 7 may be given with precision, the gradient of f needs to be estimated closely, so again the final net must have small meshes in the neighbourhood of B. Here again computation was made more laborious by the occurrence of r in the relaxation pattern'. The nature of the requisite modification was never in doubt; for an increase in the assumed value of k, unaccompanied by any change in the assumed shape, decreases 7 everywhere according to (33), while an increase given at some point to the radius of the jet entails a reduction at that point of and therefore and At neighbouring points it increases rj by rendering the jet more concave: consequently err sign could be eliminated by changing the shape of the free stream-line, errors all of like sign by changing k.
In fact only two changes of k were necessary, since the second (by good fortune) led to negligible errors at all points. Initially p was assumed to have the value 0-71, and sub sequently this was altered to 0-75 and 0-78 (the accepted figure). Our first attempts were made on a net fairly coarse in all parts, since it was apparent that a finer mesh near B would yield for that point a value of dijr/dv higher by an amount fairly easy to estimate.
One point perhaps calls f6r notice:-In § 26, by taking 27 as a measure of the total flow, we gave dimensional' significance to whereas in the computations r, z, v, a were (as is necessary) treated as 'non-dimensional'. But the point has no importance in this example, because the boundary conditions, namely, (11) of § 5, are still satisfied when ^ is multiplied by any constant quantity (the constants on their right-hand sides being multiplied similarly). all symbols having non-dimensional significance, and k being a constant which must be determined in the course of computation. As before we substitute their finite-difference approximations for (36) and for the governing equation (10).
Far downstream of the orifice (assuming the jet to have small taper) we may for a first approximation take f to vary as r2 and identify df/dv, in the second of (36), with df/dr. On that understanding the second of (36) requires that
R and Z denoting co-ordinates of a point on the jet's surface. Any arbitrary value may be given to f Bi and with this can be associated a trial value for then from the second of we can deduce a corresponding first approximation to the profile of the jet downstream, continue this profile to B with a use of Relaxation Methods, and repeat the process (with different values assumed for k) until the double boundary condition has been satisfied at all points of the free surface.
Section II. J ets conditioned by gravitational forces
Example 5 . Free jet falling under gravity ( 31. So far, in all of our examples the jet has had only one ' free surface '-or at least could be treated on that basis, because a line of symmetry could be taken as fixed. In our next example the jet has two free surfaces, fluid being assumed to flow along a horizontal bed to a point at which (figure 22) it springs clear and continues (as a 'waterfall') under the influence of gravity alone. If gravity were inoperative it would continue as a horizontal stream (dotted in figure 22 ), which accordingly is the initial solution requiring to be modified. For such modification, in the preliminary stages, Method (B) of § 13 was employed.
Following that method, we apply edge-loadings given by the second of (15) to the upper and lower surfaces of the dotted jet; and the resulting stream-lines (i/r = 0 and f -2000) bend downwards from A as they should. We then apply appropriate loadings to these altered stream-lines, with the result that they deflect further; and so on, until the solution has converged. O f course, here as in any application of Method (B) one must be on guard against the latent instability which was noticed in § 17, and for that reason Method (A) was introduced after one or two stages of computation. figure 22 , we observe that in the application of Method (B) not only its horizontal surfaces, but also the vertical section (chosen arbitrarily) which limits the field of computation, must be given ' edge-loadings ' in accordance with the second of (15). The total loading on the vertical section must be such as will satisfy a con dition imposed at A : its distribution (as in 'Saint Venant's principle ') is immaterial provided that the section lies well to the left of that point.
Again referring to the dotted jet in
The condition imposed at A is that there (since the jet becomes 'free') the velocity-i.e. the normal gradient d i j r l d v-must have a value given by the second of (15) accuracy of the finite-difference approximations it can be satisfied by a synthesis of two trial solutions, because the principle of superposition is applicable. Suppose that on applying two different loads Wlt W2, in turn, to the vertical section we arrive at gradients g lt respectively, at A} and that the gradient imposed by (15) has a value g: then the wanted gradient can be obtained by combining the two solutions multiplied by a and fi respectively, where * g i + f a = g;
.W
and the edge-loadings on the horizontal surfaces will have the intensities required by (15) provided that 
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& 82 a _ (iii)
whence the required solution can be obtained.
33.
Suppose the stagnation level to be specified, and let in (13) stand for the distance between this level and the horizontal bed. Far to the right of A (figure 22) let be the depth of the (uniform) stream, so that y (non-dimensional) has the value (1 at the free surface, 1 at the rigid bed; and let the corresponding values of ^ be 0 and C. Then the second of (15) 
Hence Cis known when h is specified, and attains its maximum value (2/3^3) when = §. This case was chosen for study (cf. figure 22) ; but in computation (to avoid decimals) we gave ijr the value 2000 at the rigid bed and on the lower free stream-line, and made allowance for the multiplying factor (3000 ^3) when comparing normal gradients with the values required by (38). Since ta n h x^x when * is small, when A/A is small (44) is closely represented by
i.e. c depends on h alone, and is the same for all wave-lengths; so there is a unique streamvelocity with which stationary waves can be associated when the length of these is great in relation to the stream-depth. We took as our next problem the determination of wave profiles for stationary waves of finite amplitude in a 'canal' of limited depth.
35.
Some preliminary Because inclusion of gravity makes the problem intractable by the theory of a complex variable ( § 1), it was neglected both by Green and in most of the papers cited by Wagner, who asserts that it is unimportant when the planing angle is small. But solutions obtained on this basis have the characteristic that the oncoming stream bifurcates into two parts separated (at the planing surface) by a ' stagnation point ' of zero velocity and full dynamic pressure: one part passes on, under the planing surface; but the other (termed the 'splash' or spray ) is projected forward with a velocity which (since its free surface is at atmospheric pressure) has altered direction but unchanged magnitude and goes (in the theoretical solution) to infinity. Now because the ' splash ' entails a continuous generation of momentum, of necessity it entails a downstream force on the planing surface, described as 'splash resist ance , but when gravity operates to prevent the free surface rising above 'stagnation level' Figure 26 ( § 3), no such generation of momentum occurs. It would seem, then, that 'splash resistance' has no reality, and that a treatment which takes account of gravity must yield different and more accurate expressions for the forces on the planing surface. Accordingly we have applied such treatment to an example of the kind discussed by Green. Figure 26 presents our accepted solution, the accuracy of which is indicated by the agreement of the recorded boundary values of (above) and of df/dv (below).* The up stream conditions of Example 7 were assumed, and the gap between planing surface and horizontal bottom (S, § 38) was deduced by computation; a multiplying factor 24^3 X 100 was employed, and here too the net had to be graded in order to determine S with precision. On the finest nets (parts of which are reproduced) ^-values were computed to one or two more significant figures.
41.
The question of wave-formation downstream
42. In both of Examples 7 and 8, the stream having passed the rigid barrier falls steadily to the lower of the two levels which are associated, according to § 10, with any particular rate of flow. We had expected to find solutions characterized by standing waves on the downstream side, but none in fact was found. In view of solutions obtained by Rayleigh (1883) 
44.
Finally we exemplify a class of problem confronted in aeronautics and in naval archi tecture-namely, the determination o f 'wakes' formed in rear of bodies moving through fluid initially at rest. When the moving body has sharp edges, it is easy to decide the point from which the free stream-line will spring; but when the body has a curved profile, the free stream-line may start from any point either on its upstream or downstream side, and then the classical method ( §1) is no longer adequate. A few transformations appropriate to curved boundaries have been devised, but we are not aware of any solution involving a restricted wake, like those numbered 60 and 90 in figure 28. Experiment, on the other hand, suggests that wakes of this kind can occur,-e.g. by entrainment of air in rear of a sphere projected into water. Figure 28 This paper, being concerned with computation, is not the place for a discussion of the way in which air can be thus entrained. Assuming entrainment to occur, we have sought to determine the resulting wake for a range of air pressures.
45.
Gravity being without importance, the classical method can be applied when the flow is laminar and the moving boundary rectilinear, and it indicates that in some circumstances the wake may extend to infinity. But numerical computation must be restricted to a field of finite extent, so it is necessary to consider what boundary conditions should be imposed in applying Relaxation Methods, whether to laminar or to axiallysymmetrical problems. We may not postulate that the 'undisturbed stream-function5 f -Xy or will represent the motion of the fluid at all points distant from the moving body, for that would be to restrict the disturbance. It would seem advisable, after restricting the field of computation to a large rectangle, to require the pressure to be atmospheric at all points on its boundary.
In laminar problems, this will mean that everywhere on the rectangle we must satisfy or the equivalent conditions = -Asin^, |^-= Acos$,
in which 6 denotes the local inclination of a stream-line (ijr = const.) to the axis of*. It is to be expected that 6 will be small on the rectangular boundary, so as a starting assumption we may make it zero and replace (51) by
dtp dy dip dx
A on the sides parallel to Ox, 0 on the sides parallel to O y;
then, having found a first approximation to the wanted stream-function, we can (if necessary) make a closer estimate of 6 along the boundary, substitute that estimate in (51), and proceed to a second approximation. Axially-symmetrical problems ( § § 49-50) can be treated similarly.
Example 10. The wake behind a circular cylinder
46.
Our first example is a case of laminar flow, being concerned with a wake of constant pressure behind a circular cylinder. In Rayleigh's treatment (1876 £) of a lamina presented broadside to the oncoming stream, the pressure in the wake was made equal to the c pressure at infinity'. Here, assuming only that it is uniform (as it must be, very nearly, when the wake consists of air), we compute free stream-lines for a range of specified 'wake pressures'.
The wanted free stream-line will be part of the stream-line 0, the other parts being (i) the line of symmetry ahead of the cylinder, (ii) that part of the rigid surface (starting from the stagnation point') with which the fluid remains in contact. The pressure need not be uniform over (i) or (ii), but we shall postulate that it has no discontinuity at the point where the stream-line becomes free. Then (when the form of the cylinder is specified) the computational problem is defined.
47.
It will be discussed most easily from the standpoint of Method (B), § 13. Given the pressure in the wake, we have q and therefore dfjdv for all points on the free and can interpret dfjdv as edge-loading on a membrane. At points remote from the cylinder (< when the wake is closed) the velocity of the fluid will have uniform ma direction, so the stream-function (i.e. the displacement of the membrane) is known. We have now to make allowance for the cylinder and for the disturbance due to edge-loading on that part of the stream-line which is 'free'. Figure 29 Suppose that the stream-function ( f 0, say) has been determined for irrotational flow that does not involve the formation of a wake behind the cylinder, and that the specified c wake pressure' is higher than the pressure at infinity. Then the gradient (q, say) of the wanted stream-function ijr must have, on the boundary of the wake, a value lower than the gradient (q0) say) of ijr0 at points remote from the cylinder; but qQ will be less than q at the rear stag nation-point B and over .some known length BC of the line of symmetry (figure 29), since it increases steadily from zero at B to its limiting value far downstream. In the membrane analogue, imagine that the membrane is slit along BC, and that a downward edge-loading representative of the wanted gradient q is applied to its edge BC: then clearly (from what has been said above) this loading will depress the shaded part of the membrane so as to move the contour (fr -0) to some such position as is shown by the broken line marked (1). On the other side of BC the membrane will be lifted, so that (when the plane-potential problem has been solved) a solution follows in which a finite wake (shaded) adheres to the cylinder on its downstream side.
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This first solution (\Jrx, say) will not be exact, because the membrane will not have the wanted gradient (q) at points on the line bx C. But imposing the wanted gradient along hx C and along that part CD (if any) of the line of symmetry in which d\/rl/dv< q, we can proceed to a second solution indicated by the line marked (2) in figure 29; and by repetition of this process (if it converges) we shall arrive, eventually, at a solution satisfying all of the imposed conditions. Complete liquidation of residuals will not be necessary except in the final stage of the computation; for provided that all residuals are , the stream-line can safely be moved as far as our computations would suggest.
From the membrane analogue it is clear that
(1) the boundary of the wake will have a horizontal tangent (i.e. a cusp) where it joins the line of symmetry;* (2) the specified gradient q may not exceed some limiting value; for otherwise the edge loading will eventually carry the broken-line boundaries past the points (F, F, figure 29) at which q0 has its largest value, and then no solution will be obtained. It appea figure 28) that in fact the limiting 'free' boundary leaves the cylinder at ; (3) the wake will extend to infinity when the 'wake pressure' is atmospheric. For then the gradient q0 is correct far downstream, so that there the imposed edge-loading will be sustained: elsewhere q0 will be too small, so the edge loading will depress the whole line of symmetry.
48. Method (B) was actually used in this manner to start the computations for some of the cases summarized in figure 28 , but all were completed by Method (A). The number attached to each wake boundary in figure 28 gives the relevant value of q expressed as a percentage of the velocity at infinity. The wake is restricted when this percentage is less than 100, but extends to infinity when it is 100 or over; so prediction (3) of § 47 is confirmed. Figure 30 records the accepted solution for percentage 100, the actual gradient at the wake boundary having values which are shown for some points and of which the error nowhere exceeded 0*8 %. (Numerals lying outside the wake give values of the streamfunction f.) The computations were generally similar to those entailed by preceding examples, the nets being graded in the neighbourhood of the cylinder and boundary. In every case of a wake extending to infinity, the stream-lines at the rectangular boundary were so nearly parallel as to render unnecessary the process of continued approximation which is sketched in § 45.
It may be said with confidence that the same procedure could have been applied successfully to any shape of cylinder. 
But on the axis of symmetry both r and d'ljr/dv tend to zero {ijf as defined in § 5 having the form Ar2). Therefore at a cusp-which we must expect when the specified wake pressure is higher than the pressure at infinity-the quantity to be evaluated in computation assumes the indeterminate form 0/0. *he wake must have a cusp at the point of junction is also evident from hydrodynamical con siderations. If its two sides met at an angle, the velocity would be zero at the point of junction, whereas it must have there, as elsewhere, the specified value q.
Thus a change of variables is necessitated. After some abortive attempts, we adopted the transformation r = 2jR, , Thereby we obtained, in place of (53), the boundary conditions f = 0, ^ = <1 cos (r> v) (q specified),
(r, v) denoting the slope of the free stream-line in the r-z plane. Then, keeping record of the changing boundary in the r-z p l a n e , we could decide on the necessary adjustm left (at every stage in the computation) with a definite problem for solution the plane of z and R. It is not claimed that our techniques can be applied with confidence by an inexperienced computer; but we may, on the other hand, claim that in a wide variety of problems they have led to solutions which (within the accuracy permitted by our finite-difference approxima tions) closely satisfy all of the imposed conditions. That these have entailed much labour is hardly an objection in view of their scientific interest, seeing that few of them could (as yet) have been obtained by other methods; and a return for the labour is given in the detail that they provide. Given an analytical solution, it is a laborious matter, usually, to trace the form of the free stream-line. Our treatment, which is applicable to any shape of rigid 
